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Abstract. The service of construction under corrosion is dangerous task and for 
safety work is necessary monitoring, which can be achieved with non-destructive 
testing. With biggest application, most suitable, most cost effective and the greatest 
opportunities for testing of objects with uniform (general) corrosion is ultrasonic 
echo-impulse method.   
 In traditional testing method for general corrosion are evaluated solely 
characteristic transit time of echo under different schemes of measurement, which 
gives the wall thinning of the test specimen. Do not give information on the 
geometric dimensions of damage as depth and step of unevenness corroded profile. 
Problems in testing of the most common types of corrosion encountered in their 
detection, when a data signal is interfering and strongly deformed. Then the 
traditional method to determine the thickness by measuring the characteristic transit 
time of the echo in some cases give incorrect results for determining thickness. 
 In this work are investigated and proposed new technical solutions for 
emerging problems in ultrasonic testing of metals and alloys with corrosive damage, 
through used of new information characteristic. In work also are developed a model 
for presentation of general corrosion, which results were obtained for the amplitude 
characteristics of the reflection of longitudinal ultrasonic waves from the series of 
parallel triangular notches. In the work is proposal “bottom” reflector, type 
triangular notches for setting the operating modes of the ultrasonic flaw detector for 
testing of general corrosion. Comparative samples with such type reflectors are used 
to obtain suitable information characteristic (amplitude dependence of echo from 
reflectors) to determining the characteristics of damaged from general corrosion. 

Introduction  

In industries, especially in the chemical industry, power engineering, metallurgy and 
shipping, due to the large aggressive environments, reliability and service life of equipment 
is determined mainly by the degree of corrosion damage to the structural materials. To 
increase the service life of the equipment work in terms of corrosion environment and 
accident prevention is needed monitoring, which is done through periodic non-destructive 
testing in accordance with documented procedures and regulations [1], [2].  

 With biggest application, most suitable, most cost effective and the greatest 
opportunities for testing of objects with uniform (general) corrosion is ultrasonic impulse 
echo-method. The only specification at Europe, directly regulates the application of 
ultrasonic pulse-echo method to control corrosion is EN 14127 [3]. This standard specified 
procedures for determining the thickness including and thinning and detection and 
characterization of discontinuity encountered in general and pitting corrosion. In these 
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procedures, information characteristics of the echo in determining the thickness are: time 
distribution of information received ultrasonic signal and the location of the probe on the 
contact surface. 

The reflectance of ultrasonic waves from corroded uneven surface is accompanied 
by a significant distraction and interference of waves, leading to attenuated and highly 
deformed echoes. This behavior of reflected by the uneven surface corroded signal 
sometimes give to uncorrected results of the determination thicknesses using conventional 
technique to assessment of general corrosion with ultrasonic flaw detectors. 

In conventional technique for general corrosion testing is evaluated solely 
characteristic time distribution of echo under different schemes of measurement, which 
gives the wall thinning of the test object. Do not give information on the geometric 
dimensions of damage as depth and correlation length of uneven corroded profile. Problems 
in testing of the most common types of corrosion encountered in their detection, when a 
data signal is interfering and strongly deformed. Then the traditional method to determine 
the thickness by measuring the characteristic time distribution of the echo in some cases 
give incorrect results for determining thickness.  
The goal of work is: developing new technique for ultrasonic non-destructive testing of 
damaged from general corrosion by using new information characteristic- echo amplitude.  

1. Theoretical approach and model, investigated echo amplitude from general 
corrosion 

Many analytical approaches have been developed to represent the effect of unevenness on 
ultrasonic field such as the perturbation approach [4], [5], the Rayleigh method [6] and 
Kirchhoff theory [7], [8]. The Kirchhoff theory is most often used for modelling of 
propagated waves in unbounded environments for both simple [8] and complex [7] 
geometrical scattering. The analytical approaches have many limitations on their 
application, which in some cases leads to a greater reduction in the amplitude from 
calculations compared to real echo signal for the same uneven surface. Differences in 
amplitudes grow with the growth characteristics of the roughness and complexity geometry 
of the surface when back scattering fields are a combination of spatial (mirror), coherent 
and diffuse reflection. 
 Obtaining more reliable results of calculations of the reflected amplitude to those of 
the actual test is presented in [9] using the capabilities of the numerical methods. This work 
is used one of the options for presentation of numerical solutions for propagated ultrasonic 
waves in unbounded environments and their reflection on smooth or uneven surfaces by 
presented surface probe and unevenness as point sources. Spread ultrasonic wave in 
homogeneous environment is represented by a matrix in which accounted the distance and 
incidence and reflected angles of spread wave. Matrix is represented by Green's function, 
by introducing bell signal reporting the shape and length of interfering impulses. The tops 
of the unevenness are considered as a diffraction array and their interaction with ultrasound 
waves is presented using Huygens’ and Fermat’s principles. 

1.1 Reflector simulated general corrosion  

The rough surface from general corrosion can be presented with a model of a series of 
concaves and convexes defined with numerical characteristics. These concaves and 
convexes are presented in Fig.1 as a series of parallel triangular notches. 
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Fig.1. Scheme of features of a regular triangular surface 

 
Geometrical characteristics defining an surface as uneven, can be define in three 

groups: altitudinal, horizontal and structural. Altitudinal characteristics: height of single 
uneven with number i -Rmi, maximum height roughness –Rmax, height of uneven in ten 
point -Rz=Rmi/i and mean square roughness –Ra. Horizontal characteristics is: maximum 
surface correlation length in basic length -max, arithmetic surface correlation length- 
and mean square surface correlation length in basic length -a. Structural characteristic is 
inclination angle of roughness . 
 

1.2 Characteristics of spread impulse  

Typically, the process of signal propagation presented diffraction and interference with 
Green’s function is considered as stationary. It is assumed that the length of the pulse is 
realized by a sufficiently large number of oscillations. In this work the process is 
investigated as non-stationary, considering the form and length of impulse for diffraction 
signals emitted from any point on single-element probe and for interference of signals 
reflected from different points of uneven surface as used phase shift. 
  The models are developed for pulse-echo method with bell impulse in the form of 
harmonious wave, whereby the reflected sequence (time delays) from the individual points 
in diffraction array are represented by the following relationship 
           2
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0 exp.,   ttiAtrA        (1.2.1) 

 
where А0 is the maximum amplitude of the emitted pulse (in any case in theoretical models 
into this work the maximum values of the amplitude of the emitted pulse signal from the 
probe conditional accepted for one А0=1), j- imaginary unit, 0=2..f0 – circular resonance 
frequency, f0- linear resonance frequency, t- time of spread impulse,   ii kHr . - phase 

shift between two waves, spread in one medium, r and H- distance which propagated 
impulses on first and second waves in medium, from their source to target, ki – wave 
number of ultrasonic wave, τ0=r/CLi- time of impulse received for first wave, corresponding 
to maximum amplitude, CLi- values of propagated longitudinal ultrasonic wave in medium 
i, = )2ln( /.n0- coefficient of impulse shape, n0- number of impulse oscillations at level of 

the amplitude А=0.5.А0. 

1.3 Numerical model for back scattering signal from uneven surface  

The amplitude of the ultrasound beam P emitted by transducer, acting on an arbitrary point 
in space is saved in the following form 
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where P0 is amplitude of emitted impulse, I – amplitude of spread beam from probe to 
acoustical axis,  - beam spread of the probe, give the attenuation of amplitude, encounter 
elementary point receiver, placed on constantly distance from probe in dependence of 
spread angle between acoustical axis and ray toward receiver (beam width). 
 The scheme on Fig.2 present spread beam from probe 1 and way of ultrasound 
waves to different point from uneven surface, used for numerical solutions echo amplitude. 
The characteristics of uneven surface are presented on Fig.1. The designations in Fig.2 are: 
1- probe (round piezo plate), 2- ultrasound field emitted by the probe, 3- medium in which 
distributes ultrasound field, 4- single unevenness. The medium is limited by the uneven 
surface peak of which are located at a distance H from the probe.  
 

 
Фиг.2. Ultrasound waves falling in triangular surface. 

 
The path of reflected waves from different part in uneven surface is signed with hm,i(j)(), 
where i and j is single unevenness, respectively to axis Y1 and back to it according point 
О1. Peaks of unevenness placed on axis Y1 have value for m=1, other peaks placed from 
axis Y1 on distance Rt in Z direction, conditional signed with m=2. Inclination of uneven 
surface is signed with m=3. The path of waves reflected from unevenness peak, after wave 
fallowing on neighboring unevenness is passing the distance between two neighboring 
peaks Λt is signed with. Spreading angle of emitted waves from probe is signed as θ. The 
length of all unevenness with the surface correlation length Λt is signed with ly, with 
number of unevenness Na=ly/Λt. 
  The ultrasound field toward acoustical axis I of normal circular probe 1, reflected 
from virtual group of pint source simulate uneven surface, is written in follow form 
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 The A(H,,t) signed the amplitude value of beam, encounter elementary point 
receiver, placed in line on axis OZ in space of ultrasonic beam bounded between probe and 
uneven surface. Beam spread of probe with circular element is given with Ф(), calculated 
by Bessel function J1 from first order in cylindrical coordinates. Attenuation of waves 
reflected from inclination of unevenness (m=3) is given with Ф3,i(j)(). D2,i(j)(θ) is 
geometrical diffraction coefficient, calculated according to [10]. The q() is degree of 
unevenness according to inclination angle  [11]. 
  In the registered impulse A (H,,t) of interfering signals from all individual single 
unevenness Na is considering:  
- Time delay tm,i(j)() of reflection waves from different parts of unevenness relative to 
beginning of coordinate axis O on Fig.1 in accordance to beam spread angle i(j); 
- Amplitude reducing of the signal due to change in wavefront of spreading wave (not 
investigated attenuation of absorption of wave in the medium). 

1.4 Numerical results  

The numerical results for reflection of uneven surface are calculated for ultrasonic waves 
emitted by piezo element with radius a=5mm and nominal frequency f=5MHz, propagation 
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in medium steel at a speed of longitudinal ultrasonic wave Cv=5.9km/sec. One of 
unevenness peak as shown on fig.2 are located at a distance from the probe H =40mm. The 
unevenness have length ly=24mm which is greater than the diameter of the incident 
ultrasonic beam on bottom surface. Amplitudes accepted by the probe 1 of the reflected 
signals from unevenness in dB, are presented with I(q) on Fig.3. The results are given for 
three inclination angles of unevenness =60, =45 and =30, respectively for degree of 
unevenness q(60deg)=1.16, q(45deg)=2 and q(30deg)=3.46. On the X axis is applied phase 
shift =k.Rt in radians. 
 The phase shift  between two propagation waves in one medium is given with 
relation 
 

ii kx. ,              (1.4.1) 

 
where х is difference in propagated sound path between this two waves and received from 
probe (in our case х=Rt), ki is ultrasonic wave number. 
 

 
Fig.3. Numerical results for echo amplitudes from triangular notches. 

 
 The numerical results are shown on Fig.3 as amplitude correction curves (amplitude 
dependence of echoes from unevenness, according to their geometrical dimensions). In this 
work is proposed to use these amplitude correction curves to define the geometric 
dimensions of damage from general corrosion. Carry out experimental tests to validate the 
model in order to use it in assessing the general corrosion after developing a written 
procedure for implementation of the proposed techniques. 

2.  Samples using for ultrasonic testing for general corrosion  

To investigate the reflection from uneven corroded surface in this work is using 
comparative samples, made with artificial reflectors and sample with real damage by 
general corrosion. 

2.1 Comparative samples, using for ultrasonic testing for general corrosion  

Comparative samples are prepared from mild steel with a series of areas, made on one of 
their surfaces with a sharpened cutter at a certain angle. On areas are made triangular 
notches with different heights Rt and inclination angle =30, =45 и =60. The surface 
of comparatives samples without unevenness is with roughness Rа6m. Indications (№), 
dimensions, angle of inclination  and height of unevenness Rt, the size of the uneven 
areas, and thickness H of comparative samples are given in table 1. On Fig.4 is shown 
bottom uneven surface of comparative sample 4. 
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Table1. Comparative samples used for assessment of damages by general corrosion. 

№ of 
comparative 

samples 

dimensions 
[mm] 

, [] Rt, [mm] Size of the 
uneven areas 

[mm] 

H, [mm] 

4 180х88х38.8 30 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1 38х38 38.8 
5 260х86х36.5 45 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1 and 1,2 86х38 36.5 
6  180х88х38.6 60 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1 38х38 38.6 

 

 
Fig.4. Bottom surface of the comparative sample 4. 

2.2 Comparative samples, using for ultrasonic testing for general corrosion 

An assessment of general corrosion in this work is carried out on a sample of steel with 
dimensions 96mmx48mm with a nominal thickness of 15mm and a minimum thickness of 
12.5mm. The sample labelled with OK1 and is presented in Fig.5. Its smooth surface is 
treated to roughness Ra6μm. Part of the sample is treated to a thickness of 12.5mm, 
corresponding to the line of concave of the corroded surface. Object of research is the other 
part with size of areas 48mmx48mm and distributed uniform (general) corrosion. 
 The basic method of qualitative assessment is visual monitoring the corroded 
surface type (form), and then applies methods to determine quantitative characteristics. As 
additional of visual testing is applying microscopic examination and/or investigation with 
mechanical measurement of surface profile. In order to establish a type of distribution of 
the unevenness profile on the corroded surface is study with mechanical measurement of 
surface profile. The measurements were performed with step 0.1mm. The results of the 
studies are shown in Fig.6 [12]. 

 

 
 
Fig.5. Sample OK1 for ultrasonic testing for general 
corrosion 

 
Fig.6. Distribution of the heights of the corroded 
bottom surface on the sample OK1. 

 
 Dependence Fe(h) presented experimental distribution curve and with Ft(h) is 
presents the theoretical dependence. For many multiples measurements of the experiment 
are received, the following characteristics: experimental distribution Fe(h), the arithmetic 
mean μ=1,286mm and standard deviation S=0.508mm. 
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 Most grouped values for the experimental distribution is monitored for h=1,22mm. 
The maximum of the heights of the corroded surface, measured by an indicator mechanism 
with an interval of 0.01mm, from concave line of the profile is 2,87mm. 

3. Method, equipment and means for testing of damages by general corrosion  

For ultrasonic testing is used equipment EPOCH 600 on OLYMPUS with cables and 
normal probes K2N(f=2MHz) and K4N(f=4MHz) on Krautkramer. For ultrasonic testing is 
apply impulse echo-method in contact mode with longitudinal waves, spread normal to 
reflected surface, according to basic principles in EN ISO 16810. For acoustic contact is 
used cellulose paste a water-based. The mode for testing is according to mode 1, fig.1 in 
EN 14127. The contact surface of comparative samples and test objects is necessary to be 
with approximately equal roughness Ra6µm.  
 Detection and characterization of damaged by general corrosion using amplitude 
characteristics. The investigated corroded surface is with dimensions larger than the cross 
section of the beam of ultrasonic waves on the surface. The amplitude of the echo from the 
corrosion damage is comparing to the amplitude of the echo by the reflector with certain 
geometric dimensions at fixed level. The amplitude of echo from the damage and from the 
reflector are related to the amplitude of echo from the smooth bottom surface at distance 
from the probe equal to, respectively, the distance to the damage and to the reflector. So 
when evaluating amplitudes are excluding factors such as attenuation and field of probe 
(beam direction). The assessment is done by coincidence the amplitudes of the reflected 
signals from corroded surface with such from reflector, then geometric dimensions of the 
corrosive damage are referred to those of the reflector. Regular triangular notches made at 
bottom surface of comparative samples is using for control reflector. 

4. Experimental results from ultrasonic testing 

Ultrasound testing were conducted on comparative samples 46 presented in table 1. 
Amplitudes of echoes from bottom surface with parallel triangular notches, refers to echo 
from bottom with a smooth surface were studied. The results for amplitudes when working 
with probes K2N(f=2MHz) and K4N(f=4MHz) are approximately the same for the same 
phase shift Rt, for the same degree of unevenness q().  
 The results for amplitude correction curves are presented on Fig.7. The ordinate 
shown the amplitude of the echo E(q) in dB, and the abscissa shown a phase shift Rt in 
radians, calculated by relation (1.4.1) for the acoustic characteristics of ultrasonic wave 
spread in the medium and for geometric characteristics, height of the triangular profile Rt. 
 

 
Fig.7. Amplitude correction curves for echoes from control reflectors type bottom triangular notches with 

degree of unevenness q=1.16, q=2 and q=3.46, made, respectively in comparative samples 6, 5 and 4. 
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 The echoes amplitude of unevenness decreases non-monotonous with increasing of 
Rt. Minimum amplitude of echoes is observed for degree of unevenness q(=30)=3.46, 
q(=45)=2 and q(=60)=1.16, respectively at Rt1.5rad, Rt3.2rad and Rt5rad, which 
for probe K4N(f=4MHz) corresponding, respectively to the height of unevenness 
Rt0.2mm, Rt0.4mm and Rt0.6mm. 
 By using the amplitude correction curves is presented a new approach for 
determining the geometrical dimensions of the damaged by general corrosion, in the case 
where the echo from thereof is greatly deformed. 

5. Application of theoretical and experimental results for define dimensions of general 
corrosion damages 

The characterization was carried out for corrosion damage with dimensions larger than the 
cross section of the beam of ultrasonic waves in the test surface. 
 Non-monotonous character of the amplitude dependences of echoes on Fig.7 
requires the application of them for dimensioning of damage from general corrosion to take 
at two operating frequencies f. The amplitudes of echoes from the same uneven surface at 
fixed level at 80% of the screen are recorded for testing with two probes. 
 The ratio of phase shift Rt working with both probes K4N(f=4MHz) and 
K2N(f=2MHz) is define. It is equal to the ratio of the two operating frequencies of probes 
f=4MHz and f=2MHz for the same material and unevenness. In this case, the phase shift Rt for any uneven surface testing with probe K4N(f=4MHz) will be twice larger than the 
phase shift Rt for testing with probe K2N(f=2MHz). 
 Once you know the ratio of phase shift Rt are recorded maximum amplitudes of 
echoes at both operating frequencies f with both probes K2N(f=2MHz) and K4N(f=4MHz), 
when the probes are positioned above the same damage. The amplitudes from echo of the 
damage and of the reflector are related to the amplitudes of the smooth bottom surface 
located at a distance from the probe equivalent to the distance to the bottom surface, 
respectively, of the object without damage and the comparative sample without the 
reflector. 
 Compare the recorded amplitudes of echoes from corrosion damage to the 
amplitude of echoes from reflector with known phase shift Rt, for the operating frequency. 
Echoes from the reflectors are used for making three amplitude correction curves given on 
Fig.7, depending on the phase shift Rt, for the operating frequency and a height Rt of the 
triangular notches. They are made with a comparative sample 4, 5 and 6 prepared with the 
same material, respectively for degrees of unevenness q(=30)=3.46, q(=45)=2 and 
q(=60)=1.16. 
 To define geometric dimensions of the damage is need to be met simultaneously 
two conditions, when comparing the amplitudes of echoes from damaged and from 
artificial reflectors type triangular notches with certain geometric dimensions. 
 The first condition is that both amplitudes of echoes from the same damage testing 
with both the probes, mast to be close to the values of the amplitudes of one of the three 
amplitude correction curves, shown on Fig.7. Then define for which amplitude correction 
curves are coincidences both amplitudes. 
 The second condition is that phase shift of the amplitude in the defined amplitude 
correction curve from the first condition for testing with probe K4N(f=4MHz) mast be 
twice greater than the phase shift of the amplitude in the same amplitude correction curve 
for testing with probe K2N(f=2MHz). 
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 When both conditions are met is defining geometric dimensions of the reflector 
which is related to corrosion damage. Satisfy the first condition are define the degree of 
unevenness q() for the amplitude correction curve. Satisfy the second condition set values 
of the phase shift Rt for both operating frequencies f for working with probes 
K4N(f=4MHz) and K2N(f=2MHz). 
 For phase shift Rt, with equation (1.4.1) is define the height of the unevenness Rt, 
which is the same for the two operating frequencies f=2MHz or f=4MHz, where x is 
replaced by Rt. After specify the characteristic Rt of uneven surface, from the degree of 
unevenness q() is define its correlation length t with equation (1.3.8). 

6. Define the dimension of general corrosion damage in sample OK1 

The amplitude of bottom echo is investigated with two normal beam probes K2N(f=2MHz) 
and K4N(f=4MHz) on sample OK1. To reduce the influence of the contact surface on the 
reported results of the amplitude of echo from the corroded bottom surface, it is cleaning to 
metallic shine with roughness Ra6m. Amplitudes of echoes are recorded for 4 points of 
the sample from corroded bottom surface, as they are normalized to the reflected signal 
from the smooth surface of the same sample OK1. The distance between measuring points 
is 12mm. 
 There have been 10 records for each point of the sample. It is estimated standard 
deviation, as amplitude is converted into dimensionless units. The results for the mean 
amplitudes and standard deviation u are written in table 2. 
 

Table2. A mean and standard deviation value of echo-amplitudes from corroded bottom surface and 
determinates them characteristics. 

Points for measurements 1 2 3 4 

Amplitudes with probe K2N, dB -7.91 -10.02 -9.34 -1.1 

u, dB 0.85 0.41 0.18 0.093 

Amplitudes with probe K4N, dB -14.85 -21.14 -19.36 -6.9 

u, dB 0.226 0.463 0.624 0.661 

Unevenness degree q() 3.46 3.46 3.46 2 

Height of corroded surface Rt, mm 1.23 1.77 1.7 0.35 

Step of corroded surface t, mm 4.48 6.11 5.87 0.7 

 
 The calculated mean value of the test area from sample OK1 is for four points 
shown in table 2 with height of unevenness Rt=1.262mm. It is very close to resulting mean =1.286mm from the experimental distribution in Fig.6 and to value height of corroded 
damage 1.22mm for most grouped results obtained from the mechanical measurement of 
corroded surface. Average value of correlation length for corroded profile t is 4.29mm. 
 From the results of the geometric characteristics of corroded profile presented in 
table 2 is received further information about the characteristics of damage from general 
corrosion. 
 

Conclusion 

The numerical results of echo from uneven surface is validate with experiments. The 
experiments carried out to study the amplitude characteristics of general corrosion, show 
that the amplitude characteristics of echoes allow solving tasks, inaccessible to 
conventional methods. A new approach is proposed to assess the indications of corroded 
surface using amplitude characteristics of echoes. The characteristics height and step of 
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corroded profile are evaluated, as related to the geometric characteristics of the control 
bottom reflectors, type triangular notches. The results for corrosion damage obtained by 
ultrasonic testing show satisfactory for practical reliability and uncertainty 0.2mm÷0.4mm 
with the results of the visual inspection. 
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